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This episode is based on a question from one of our audience members.
One of the biggest issues for church planters and established leaders
is scaling to the demands of growth. The bigger things get, the more
likely you are to be stretched beyond your capacity – but that's not a
bad thing. In this episode, Chris Railey looks at how to get more done
as a leader by choosing to do less.

Three reasons you need to focus on things only you can do:
1. It's easier to do something yourself, but not the best in the long run
2. Delegating to others is not a large-church luxury, it's a leadership
necessity
3. Failing to do so will stop momentum and burn you out
Two things you need to do to focus on what only you can do:
1. Empower others to lead
- Spend the majority of your time developing your team
- Stop chasing the urgent and do the important
- Focus on outcomes, not prescriptions

IF YOU ARE NOT
CAREFUL, YOU
WILL BECOME THE
LID TO YOUR OWN
ORGANIZATION
Chris Railey

2. Create margin to think and create
- Schedule time to be creative and think about the future
- Get out of the office to change the scenery
- Have time blocked out on your calendar weekly, monthly, and yearly

Team Discussion
Make a list of everything you are doing and circle all the
things only you can do. Map out what needs to happen to
get rid of some things that aren't circled.
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